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‘Kill Your Darlings…
is the next Granta.’
Age
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What We’re All About
Kill Your Darlings (KYD) is one of
Australia’s most lively online cultural
publications.
Our website is a dynamic and vibrant
platform for new and challenging
Australian cultural commentary.
The site is regularly updated with
essays and commentary, and new
writing on books, film, television,
theatre, podcasts and the visual arts,
interviews, memoir, fiction and special
features including competitions and
giveaways and a monthly podcast. It

is an ideal medium for targeting an
intelligent, educated readership.

KYD is committed to feisty
new writing unafraid of
pulling punches across
all genres.

 e are fresh, youthful and up-to
W
date with all the latest news and
cultural movements in Australia
and abroad

 ur audience is mostly urban,
O
tertiary-educated and passionate
about books, film, music, culture,
politics, travel and society

We are proudly independent

Generating discussion, testing
boundaries and, most importantly,
not taking ourselves too seriously, we
delight in reporting on both high- and
low-brow culture.

 e publish intelligent yet
W
thoroughly engaging and topical
commentary

 e have a large and engaged
W
online social media community

SNAPSHOT OF KYD

»» Founded in 2010 by Rebecca Starford and Hannah Kent
»» Comprises an engaging website, podcast, national events series, writing
awards & online and in-person writers workshops

WHO ARE OUR READERS?

74%
AUDIENCE AGED BETWEEN 18-45

75%
ARE FREQUENT
READERS

72%
OFTEN ATTEND A
WRITERS’ FESTIVAL
OR BOOK-RELATED
EVENT
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What makes Kill Your
Darlings unique?

96%
OF OUR AUDIENCE WOULD RECOMMEND
KYD TO FRIENDS AND FAMILY

Inclusive angles – we promote
writing that tells personal stories
from a fresh approach
 e work hard to cultivate a
W
genuine sense of community. This
includes regular book club events,
members-only events, trivia nights,
and writers workshops

 igh-profile contributors include
H
Benjamin Law, Hannah Kent,
Clementine Ford, Ellen van
Neerven, Omar Musa, Josephine
Wilson, A. S. Patric, Julie Koh, Bri
Lee and Jennifer Down.

92

%

64%

HAVE TERTIARY QUALIFICATIONS

OFTEN ATTEND THEATRE/
MUSICALS OR DANCE
RECITALS

91%
LIVE IN CITIES

79%
OFTEN GO TO THE
CINEMA

‘Kill Your Darlings
ha[s] redefined with
elan the Australian
literary magazine
for a generation
of digital natives.’
Australian
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Our Content

Our Stats

Each day, KYD’s website is updated with a range of energetic and compelling content from writers all around
Australia. This content consists of reviews, interviews, profiles, commentary, essays and opinion-pieces. KYD also
features gorgeous and elegant illustrations by our artist, Guy Shield.

Our online audience has been steadily
growing since we first launched the site
in 2011 – we’ve seen this number grow
by 450%.

380,000
30,000
6,000
1000
PAGE VIEWS PER YEAR

COMMENTARY

INTERVIEWS

CULTURE

NEW FICTION

Our articles illuminate a
particular issue that provokes
debate and discussion
among our readers.

These are in-depth and
insightful conversations
between prominent creatives
and KYD contributors.
Previous interviewees have
included Philip Pullman,
Sarah Waters, DBC Pierre,
Peter Carey, Joyce Carol
Oates and Nick Cave.

A collection of articles on
artistic mediums largely
overlooked in mainstream
media. This section provides
readers with the opportunity
to engage with considered,
long-form pieces on mediums
from podcasts to TV.

A showcase of exciting new
short fiction from new and
established Australian writers.
Past contributors have
included Chris Womersley,
Elizabeth Harrower, Omar
Musa, Melanie Cheng and
Romy Ash.

PODCAST

ESSAYS
This section focuses on
personal and anecdotal
approaches to zeitgeist
issues in society at large,
covering politics and culture.
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This monthly cultural
podcast series features
readings, special guests
and cultural discussions as
well as KYD First Book Club
authors discussing their
work.

UNIQUE PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH

UNIQUE PAGE VIEWS PER WEEK

UNIQUE PAGE VIEWS PER DAY

‘Plucky, youthful and open
to experimentation.’
Crikey
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Social media +
EDMs
In addition to our website, KYD has a
vibrant and energetic social networking
presence, gaining new followers every day
and cultivating an intelligent and engaged
community.
We like to share with our social networks what
we’re passionate about and who were are
engaged with. We regularly cross-promote our
advertisers and promotional deals via these
platforms.

ENEWS
KYD also has a weekly e-newsletter. These
emails, which hit inboxes every Monday
morning, update our audience with the best
of recent content from the KYD site, as well as
news of our First Book Club, events series and
podcast.

Online Ad Rates
KYD digital advertising runs on a fortnightly rotation.

PLACEMENT

CASUAL

X 2 		X 4

Leaderboard
EDM
Simple Social
Simple Social +
Leaderboard bundle

$450
$325
$400

$400 		$350
$275 		$225
$375 		$350

MATERIALS

$700

$650		$600

PREVIOUS ADVERTISERS INCLUDE:

KYD ENEWS

may be supplied with the booking

EXAMPLE OF LEADERBOARD AD

5000

EXAMPLE OF EDM AD

SOCIAL MEDIA

31,000+
FOLLOWERS

SUBSCRIBERS
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Files should be supplied in JPEGs or animated GIFs only.

Adelaide Festival, Sydney Theatre Company, Victorian
Our Simple Social package includes posts across Facebook, Opera, National Gallery of Australia, Bell Shakespeare,
Twitter and Instagram, plus one advert in an EDM
The Wheeler Centre, Writers Victoria, Faber Writing
Academy, Hachette, Text Publishing, Scribe Publications,
SPECS
University of Queensland Press, Melbourne Prize for
Leaderboard
728 pixels wide x 90 pixels high
Literature, The Hope Prize, The Bruce Dawe Poetry Prize
EDM
1200 pixels wide x 630 pixels high
and many more.
Simple Social 	Up to 50 words of promotional text

FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
@kyd_magazine
@kydmagazine
@kyd_magazine

We also offer integrated marketing campaign packages,
which includes advertising via our Website, Social Media
and EDM platforms to best promote clients’ products.

‘Lives up to
the hype.’
Independent Weekly
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CONTACT

Alice Cottrell, Publication Manager
alice@killyourdarlings.com.au
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